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INC: IMPROVING UNIFORMITY AND REPEATABILITY FOR PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT

Improving uniformity and repeatability for production
environments: Printer calibration focused on
manufacturing applications

The final energy adjustments on the MJF printing process are a key element to cover for the
known machine to machine variabilities. MJF 3D printers need to be energy calibrated to fine
tune part quality and, currently, it uses a job with seven levels of the same parts (Figure 1). In
each level, the printer changes the energy delivered by the fusing lamps and, after printing,
the user chooses the level with the best part quality. The energy corresponding to that level
is then applied to the printer as a standard to print the following production jobs.

Figure 1: Generic Tuning Plot

This process is very useful to center the behavior of the printers, but it uses a set of generic
parts and an arbitrary packing density. To cover for other applications of the customer, once
the printer is tuned and the process is centered, the recommendation is to print customer
parts and iteratively fine tune the energy considering the resultant part quality of their
specific parts. As it can be seen, this process calibrates the energy for a generic set of parts
and afterwards the customer needs to fine tune for their parts, resulting in a loss of time,
powder, agents…
The method suggested in this publication consist of a dynamic energy calibration process for
manufacturing environments, centering the calibration parameters directly on customer
parts. To do so, the method uses customer production parts and packing density to fine tune
the printers for those manufacturing jobs. This process minimizes the iterations of the
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current energy calibration, introducing specific variables/information of the production parts
meant to be produced.
In a manufacturing environment the performance needs to be measured with the final parts.
So, the main objective of this new calibration process is to use the real production parts and
the real packing density of the production jobs to energy tune the printer, saving the generic
calibration step and the successive iterations.
The steps of the workflow are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Workflow followed to implement a dynamic energy calibration suitable for production

The steps needed to be followed are:
-

Step 1: Identify one or several production parts that will be used to calibrate the
process. In this example we have chosen one single representative part (Figure 3). In
parallel to the choice of the part, the user also must define a representative packing
density for the jobs that they aim to print in a production environment. The inputs to
the system are production representative part and production representative packing
density.

Figure 3: Parts identified

-

Step 2: The process automatically replicates the part in XY covering the printable
area, to capture information about uniformity (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: XY repetition of the part (or set of parts). It represents an energy level

-

Step 3: The process generates N levels of the same content in Z. These levels are the
replicas that the calibration process uses to change Fusing Lamps energy (Figure 5).
Each of the parts is tagged with a unique ID.

Figure 5: Job nesting with 7 levels of tagged parts

-

Step 4: The process automatically fills the empty spaces with sacrificial parts to
simulate the packing density of the production job (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Final Calibration Job to be printed. In this case, the production part is used, together with the
production packing density to build a Specific Calibration job suitable to fine tune the printer for the
manufacturing job.

-

Step 5: Print the custom calibration job

-

Step 6: Analise the resultant Part Quality and decide the best energy level to fine tune
the printer for the specific Production job.

This method is oriented to production environments as it enables the manufacturing line to
tune a printer with the production parts reducing iterations and, therefore, waste of time,
powder, ink in the tuning process.
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